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In the 1990s activities has been started to save the environmentand a legislation for water (IMO) and land 
based traffic (TIER) was initiated. Following regulation are currently in force for large bore engines: 

1. Emission regulation –The force behind
Emission regulation for Emission Controlled Areas (ECA) from Emission regulation for Non Road Application 2016 (IMO TIER III) from 
2011  
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2. ISIMARE Fuel Filtration Systems

Autarkic retrofit kit on existing engines 
Easy application 
Low investment 
Immediate effect 
Up to 9000 liter/h  
Weight: 150 – 230kg  
Size:  
Standard or customized 
Europe Diesel fuel DIN EN 590  
USA Diesel fuel ASTM D975  
Russia Diesel fuel GOST R 52368  
Japan Diesel fuel JIS K 2204  
China Diesel fuel GB252-2000 / GB19147 

Key technology for existing Diesel combustion engines and fuel -stations. 
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3. Main functions

Automatic backflush filter with external pressure cleaning and integrated cyclone effect 
(filter mesh size 3 micron) 

Automatic dewatering down to 0.1% water content into the filtered fuel 

Before filtering        After filtering 
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3. Basic flow chart
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4. Results after 3000 hours engine running  
 

Clean exhaustgas channel  Clean outlet valvearea 

             
 
Customer’s experience / May 2010: 
When the system was built in and running, from the beginning we could recognize a much smoother performance of 
the engines.  
We have less vibration on the engines and also the generators are performing much better with fewer loads. The pre 
filters (Racor for the Gensets and Separfilter for the engines) are looking like new even after 150 hrs. of running. I can 
operate the boat with the same rpm at cruising speed with less fuel consumption (approx. 10 to 15%) and a higher 
speed. (+ 2 kn). Our fuel tanks are like new and absolute clean after circulation the fuel 5 to 6 times thru your system. 
We also have no smoke of the engines and generators any more. All in all it is really fantastic to have this system on 
board. I do not need to take care of the fuel quality I am getting from fuel stations all over the world because all water 
and dirt particles are filtered out of the fuel. 
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5. Laboratory-test EG 715/2007/EG & 692/2008A/EG
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Summary of all results 

 particle analyses pads
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5. Application range

Direct application on engines which are operating in/arroundthe harbourareas 

Tug boats              Yachts     Locomotives 

Indirect application as additional equipment for fuel stations for Diesel vehicles 

Trucks, communal  Forklifts          Transport buse, vehicles
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6. Results -benefits
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For any further questions please contact:

Isimare Germany GmbH 

info@isimare.com 




